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Abstract - Recently, there has been a rapidly growing interest in deep learning research and their applications to real-world problems. In this paper, we aim at evaluating and comparing LSTM deep learning architectures for short- and long-term prediction of financial time series. This problem is often considered as one of the most challenging real-world applications for timeseries prediction. Unlike traditional recurrent neural networks, LSTM supports time steps of arbitrary sizes and without the vanishing gradient problem. We consider both bidirectional and stacked LSTM predictive models in our experiments and also benchmark them with shallow neural networks and simple forms of LSTM networks. The evaluations are conducted using a publicly available dataset for stock market closing prices. Overall, the ultimate goal of this project is to forecast how the market will behave in the future via sentiment analysis on a set of tweets over the past few days, as well as to examine if the theory of contrarian investing is applicable. The final results seem to be promising as we found correlation between sentiment of tweets and stock prices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Neural networks are widely used for estimation and approximation of unknown complicated functions and systems that may depend on a large number of input variables. Artificial neural networks are commonly modelled as layers of neurons, exchanging information with each other. Connections between neurons have some numeric weights that are adjusted during the learning process. Neural networks obtain intelligent behaviour by learning from the provided data or from interactions with environment. Due to the fact that they can learn complex non-linear mappings, neural networks are widely used for solving advanced problems, such as pattern recognition and classification. The process of learning the data by the neural network is called training, and while there are several approaches to neural network training, for this study the supervised learning (training) methods are employed. In supervised training pairs of input-output data must be provided to the network, and the network will try to learn the mapping implied by that data. The robustness of the neural network often depends on the training algorithm that was used to learn the data. There are two training methods that will be compared in this paper – backpropagation and resilient backpropagation over the last decade neural networks have been proven to be one of the most powerful tools in modelling and forecasting. Recently neural networks have expanded their forecasting applications to many areas, such as: urban traffic state predictions, disease predictions, earthquake magnitude forecasting, river flow forecasting, air quality and pollution forecasting, solar power forecasting, weather forecasting. Forecasting with neural networks is also widely used in analysing complex financial systems and market based relations: credit risk evaluations, gas prices and production level predictions, forecasting of vehicle sales, forecasting demand on consumable parts in production predicting tourism demand, forecasting airline data forecasting stock index prices and currency exchange rates. Since neural networks proved to be reliable for chaotic time series forecasting, financial firms worldwide are employing neural networks to solve difficult prediction problems; and it is anticipated that neural networks will eventually outperform even the best traders and investors. Farmers and plant caretakers in nursery could be benefited a lot with an early disease detection application that can be used anywhere, in order to prevent their plants and let the human know what has to be done beforehand.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

All ANNs are being used in various fields of application including business forecasting, credit scoring, bond rating, business failure prediction, medicine, pattern recognition, image processing, speech processing, computer vision and control systems. In the context of financial forecasting, Kuan and Liu [2] show that a properly designed ANN has lower out-of-sample mean squared prediction error relative to the random walk model. Basic and Wood [3] discuss the profitability of trading signals generated from the out-of-sample short-term predictions for daily returns of S&P 500, DAX, TOPIX and FTSE stock market indices evaluated over the period 1965–99. The out of sample prediction performance of neural networks is compared against a benchmark linear autoregressive model. They found that the buy and sell signals derived from neural network predictions are significantly different from unconditional one-day mean return and are likely to
provide significant net profits for reasonable decision rules and transaction cost assumptions. They report that ANNs outperform the linear models from financial forecasting literature in terms of its predictive power. It is reported that the neural network models yield statistically lower forecast errors for the year-over-year International Journal of Computer Applications (0975 – 8887) Volume 99– No.9, August 2014 5 growth rate of real GDP relative to linear and univariate models. Huang et al. [4] report a comparative study of application of Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Backpropagation Neural Networks (BPNN) for an analysis of corporate credit ratings. They report that the performances of SVM and BNN in this problem were comparable and both these models achieved about 80 per cent prediction accuracy. It is reported that ANNs perform better than the statistical discriminant analysis both for training and hold-out samples. All the recent literatures [5, 6] have also echoed the same about neural networks.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

1) Sentimental Analysis

Sentiment Analysis is a term that you must have heard if you have been in the Tech field long enough. It is the process of predicting whether a piece of information (i.e. text, most commonly) indicates a positive, negative or neutral sentiment on the topic.

Section A: Preparing the Test Set

- Step A.1: Getting the authentication credentials
- Step A.2: Authenticating our Python script
- Step A.3: Creating the function to build the Test set

Section B: Preparing the Training Set

Section C: Pre-processing Tweets in The Data Sets

Section D: Naive Bayes Classifier

- Step D.1: Building the vocabulary
- Step D.2: Matching tweets against our vocabulary
- Step D.3: Building our feature vector
- Step D.4: Training the classifier

When all the above process is completed the output i.e. The sentimental analysis will be generated for the selected company. It will display the Percentage (%) of Positive (+), Negative (-) and Neutral Comments passed in tweeter to determine what opinion does people have for the stock prices of the company.

2) Long short-term memory neural networks (LSTM)

LSTM uses one of the most common forms of RNN. This time recurrent neural network is meant to avoid long-term dependence problems and is suitable for processing and predicting time series. Proposed by Sepp Hochreiter and Jurgen Schmidhuber in 1997.

Proposed prediction model

To establish a stock index price forecasting model has three stages: 1) data collection and preprocessing, 2)
model establishment and training, 3) and evaluation and results as shown in Fig.

Data Source

We obtain the data from the datasets of different company's which contains previous years stock data prices.

Data Preprocessing

We implemented the proposed stock forecasting method in Python using TensorFlow. We used zero-mean normalization to the data and divided it into training and test datasets.

Evaluation

We processed stock index datasets in the LSTM model: the LSTM model with the wavelet transform. We run the datasets with the trained data in order to generate the prediction. In this process the most important aspect is to get the highest accuracy possible of the result.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

1) Sentimental Analysis

The result will display the percentage (%) of positive (+), negative (-) and neutral tweets for the company. Below the percentage it displays the positive, negative and neutral comments of Tweeter.

2) LSTM

The Predicted stock prices will be displayed along with a graph showing the prediction for the next one month.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper establishes a forecasting framework to predict the prices of stocks. We processed stock data through a wavelet transform and used LSTM neural network to predict the stock price, with excellent results. Our proposed model has a better fitting degree and improved accuracy of the prediction results. Therefore, the model has broad application prospects and is highly competitive with existing models.

6. FUTURE SCOPE

Our future work has several directions. Our work has found that LSTM has more predictive outcomes for price prediction than other methods. However, simply considering the impact of historical data on price trends is too singular and may not be able to fully and accurately forecast the price on a given day. Therefore, we can add data predictions related to stock-related news and basic information, so as to enhance the stability and accuracy of the model in the case of a major event.
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